BE INFORMED, NOT AFRAID    Its now clear that certain groups around the world are fabricating, stockpiling, and unfortunately using chemical and biological armaments. Words that in the not-too-distant past were obscure and seldom heard -- anthrax, smallpox, sarin -- have become impossible to avoid. Without playing on fears, Eric Croddy uses his extensive knowledge of the technology and history of chemical and biological warfare (CBW) to provide:    - A comprehensive run-down of key CBW agents, with thorough explanations of their chemical or biological characteristics and their effects on humans.    - A realistic overview of what can be done to address threats of CBW attacks, including extensive discussions of how vaccines have been and should be used.    - A careful analysis of the changing tactics of terrorists, and the role CBW armaments may play in their plans.    - An up-to-date assessment of the current state of CBW proliferation -- who has these weapons, and who is likely to use them.    In clear, non-alarmist language, Croddy provides a detailed survey of the key issues related to chemical and biological warfare. He extensively details known chemical and biological agents, describes how they are weaponized, considers the roles they have played in history, and evaluates the actual risk of their being used in todays highly charged geopolitical climate. For the reader who wants solid and level-headed information on the current state of CBW affairs and the likelihood of proliferation, this is an indispensable volume.

My Personal Review:
Chemical And Biological Warfare analyzes the key issues related to chemical and biological warfare, detailing known chemical and biological agents, how they may be used in weaponry, and the possibilities of their use in modern conflicts. Readers seeking a technical survey of proliferation and basic concepts of chemical and biological weaponry receive more in-depth information here than in many titles.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Chemical and Biological Warfare: A Comprehensive Survey for the Concerned Citizen
by Eric Croddy - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!